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Abstract

Structural uniformity, that is, the degree to which hydraulic properties are homogenized over space, will affect the degree to which ore is effectively leached. Nonuniform ore has been shown to form preferential flow channels and pooling, and to cause slow drainage, which in turn reduces metal liberation and recovery. In this work, we demonstrate that metal recovery can be increased in a nonuniform and underperforming heap by enhancing the leaching process by directly applying solution to deep areas within the pad. The demonstration was conducted during a pilot-scale test on a copper oxide leach pad, where hydraulic conductivity is low due to a high amount of friable material and high fines content. The ore was then truck dumped and compacted causing serious percolation issues. The demonstration was carried out using four subsurface irrigation (i.e., rinse) wells and nine nearby monitoring wells; the sampling wells were used to extract solution samples for verification. The results showed that: 1) the fine grained ore promoted lateral movement of solution up to 17 m away from the well even at low line pressure; 2) hydraulic conductivity was increased over time by washing the fine grained soil away from material near the well; and 3) additional copper was leached as demonstrated by reduced free acid and high copper concentrations in the sampling wells.

Introduction

Much of the early research in conceptually understanding heap leach processes focused on developing mathematical models to predict ore, solution, gas, and temperature behavior (Roman et al., 1974; Shafer et al., 1979; Letowski, 1980; Bartlett, 1992; Dixon and Hendrix, 1993). From these efforts came large-scale spatiotemporal phenomenological models that can track moisture, metal recovery and remaining inventory, temperature, air movement, and cyanide or free acid consumption (Cross et al., 2006; McBride et al. 2012). More recently, a significant focus has been on improving or optimizing the heap leach process. This focus includes market prices, recovery time, and expenses, balanced with mining constraints as related to heap height, particle size, irrigation rate, curing, and other factors (Padilla et al., 2008). Operationally, Mellado et al. (2011) and Trujillo et al. (2014) examined optimal heap leach design criteria...
for maximizing a mine’s metal recovery and hence income. At a microscale and without considering economics, Petersen and Dixon (2007) optimized zinc recovery by adjusting heap height, irrigation rate, acid concentration, and solution temperature. Other examples of optimized parameterization of leaching processes include Bouffard and West-Sells (2009), Garcia et al. (2010), and Mellado et al. (2010).

Despite all of the best efforts to optimize engineering parameters at the beginning of heap design, there is still a great potential for metal to be left behind after years of leaching. Extracting this last bit of material from the stockpile can be challenging unless the nature of the solution delivery system is drastically changed. As many have discussed, preferential flow of leach solution (e.g., Orr and Vesselinov, 2002; Wu et al., 2007; 2009) will inhibit uniform wetting and drainage through all pore space. These flow channels cannot easily be broken unless there is a significant hydraulic alteration of the pore structure. This can be achieved through pressurized delivery of raffinate via subsurface irrigation as implemented with injection wells (e.g., Seal et al., 2012).

In this paper, we demonstrate the results of a pilot-scale test that used subsurface irrigation on a copper heap leach pad. Subsurface irrigation was implemented using a series of rinse wells. A distinction is made here between injection wells used in previous works and rinse wells, where rinse wells are connected to existing irrigation piping without the use of external booster pumps and apparatus to segregate individual zones along the well. Copper extraction from the leach pad has consistently fallen short of forecasts due to the difficult drainage conditions imposed by fine grained material, and the rinse wells are being used to enhance recovery. It will be shown that based on the ore morphology and grain size distribution, hydraulic alteration can be achieved with rinsing only and that the targeted irrigation method will produce higher copper grades than that reporting to the reclaim (or pregnant leach solution, PLS) pond from surface leaching.

**Methodology**

Subsurface irrigation can be applied in a number of ways that include adjusting variables associated with application pressure, number of injection zones per well, consideration of extraction wells, drilling method, well casing, and well screening materials. For the injection examples presented for gold mines (Seal et al., 2011, 2012; Winterton and Rucker, 2013), the drilling method was dual rotary that advanced the steel casing during drilling to ensure tight contact with the formation, which minimizes the potential for blowout of the well. The wells were perforated in situ at multiple zones and a high pressure booster pump was employed to maximize the solution coverage for each zone. The high pressure allowed for well placement as far as 35 m from each other using flow rates in excess of 180 m³/hr and pressures near 20 bar.
In the present application, a hollow stem auger was used for drilling the rinse wells, using PVC casing that was lowered into the hole, and backfill comprising fine-grained material. Since no booster pump was to be used for the experiment, it was thought that the well design would accommodate the lower pressures with no blowout. Additionally, the open hole allowed for monitoring sensors to be placed deep within the heap along the well annulus. The wells had a single application zone at the bottom of the well. At the top of each casing was a valve and a port for monitoring pressure. All wells were plumbed back to an existing irrigation line which had an inline flow meter and totalizer that recorded solution delivery solely to the rinse wells. The monitoring wells were installed in the same manner, but were placed deeper than the rinse wells.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the four rinse and nine monitoring wells. The rinse wells were screened over a 3 m interval, with each well having a different final screened depth between 21 m and 30 m below pad surface. The monitoring wells were screened from 37 m to 46 m. Rinsing was initiated on S1 and continued clockwise around the individual wells. Solution was applied between three to five days per well and only during daytime operating hours. A second test was conducted, where all four rinse wells received solution for a continuous 30 hours.

![Figure 1: Layout of the rinse and monitoring wells for secondary recovery of copper.](image)

**Figure 1: Layout of the rinse and monitoring wells for secondary recovery of copper.**

*Positions of stainless steel electrodes are also shown, which were used to image the solution propagation using electrical resistivity geophysics*

**Flow and pressure data**

Operating objectives were initially developed for the rinsing test that included a minimum flow of 90 m³/hr with a net copper grade of at least 0.8 g/L averaged over a single eight-hour period. The objectives were developed as a means of recuperating costs associated with drilling, assuming US$6,000 per tonne
of copper. In order to verify the flow requirements, gauges were installed that sampled flow rate and pressure at the top of the hole at a sampling interval of 10 s. The high sampling rate allowed for an accurate accounting of raffinate input to the system and for watching material break down and pore structure changes. Table 1 lists the operating parameters during the rinse test on each individual well and the combined rinse using all four wells simultaneously. Figure 2 shows the detailed time series of flow and pressure throughout each test. For the combined rinse, the flow was steady at approximately 337 m$^3$/hr with pressure at -0.43 bar.

**Table 1: Operating hydraulic parameters during the rinse tests on individual and combined wells**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Duration (days)</th>
<th>Max. flow (m$^3$/hr)</th>
<th>Mean flow (m$^3$/hr)</th>
<th>Total flow (m$^3$)</th>
<th>Avg. tophole pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Est. bottomhole head (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>5,150</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>4,830</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>4,090</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>9,820</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more detailed hydraulic analysis can be conducted by plotting the flow rate versus pressure and observing how these curves changes over time. Figure 3 presents these data for all four rinse wells. Bottomhole hydraulic head was calculated by adding the tophole pressure to the column of water in the well, without consideration of pipe friction head loss through the screen. The ratio of these two values provides an indication of hydraulic conductivity. In general, the curves show that at the beginning of each rinse period, there is a high head and low flow condition that changes to low head with high flow at the end. These changes are irreversible and permanent, owing to the washout of fine-grained material near the wellbore. The washout creates large pore spaces that result in increased hydraulic conductivity. There are nuances within each test, as in S4 where the last day (Day 2) shows a decrease in hydraulic conductivity. It is hypothesized that the high flows may have washed out a significant amount of material and those voids are filled from material above the zone sometime after the completion of Day 1.
Figure 2: Time series of flow and pressure measured at the wellhead for each rinse test

Solution coverage with geophysical monitoring

The flow of raffinate was monitored using time lapse electrical resistivity geophysics to determine the distance to which the solution travelled. General information about the time lapse electrical resistivity method applied to subsurface injections can be found in Rucker et al. (2009, 2014) and Rucker (2014). For monitoring the rinsing tests, 168 electrodes were distributed along the surface and within the annulus of each well to provide a highly detailed spatiotemporal rendering of the solution propagation. Figure 1 shows the positions of the surface electrodes, where each electrode is constructed of a 1 cm diameter stainless steel rod, approximately 30 cm long. All of the electrodes were wired back to a central acquisition unit, capable of completing a set of measurements (or snapshot) within 25 minutes. Each measurement in a snapshot comprises 167 voltage values while transmitting electrical current on the 168th electrode using a pole-pole array; each electrode has a turn at transmitting current to complete the measurement set. A single snapshot will contain 28,056 data values and each day of monitoring will produce approximately 57 snapshots.
Figure 3: Flow rate versus bottomhole head for each rinse test. The time history from each test provides a qualitative assessment of hydraulic alteration of the pore space.

Figure 4 shows solution propagation for the combined well rinse, as interpreted from the geophysical data. For size referencing and positioning, the figure presents two different views for multiple snapshots. The rinse wells and several monitoring wells are placed at the appropriate position and depth. Screens for each well are also shown as larger diameter portions of the well bottom. Lastly, the underliner is shown as color contoured plane with the route the solution would take to the reclaim pond. Directly beneath the well field, the liner was approximately 50 m.

The rendered three-dimensional bodies for the test were developed by calculating a percentage difference for a particular snapshot compared to the baseline prior to the test start. Three bodies are shown in the figure, representing 6% (in red), 12% (in yellow), and 18% (in black) change from baseline. Over the 30 hour test, the solution coverage extends outward from the center of the wellfield to about 24 m. The solution distribution is also asymmetrical with the more intense changes occurring at wells S2 and S4. The other tests conducted on individual wells showed slightly lower coverage, with S1 and S2 radially propagating approximately 17 m. S3 and S4 propagated approximately 12 m from the well center.
Metallurgical monitoring

During the course of the rinsing, samples were withdrawn from the bottom of each monitoring well, two interlift drains located at the edge of the pad (approximately 80 m away), and the raffinate. The sampling rate was higher for those monitoring wells closer to their respective rinse wells, with other wells farther afield sampled less frequently. The sampling procedure included evacuating the well with at least one well volume plus the volume in the hose pump before collecting 1 L of solution for testing. In many cases, several well volumes were purged before testing. The solution sample was split: half stayed locally onsite for testing pH, electrical conductivity, and oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), and the other half went to an analytical lab for a detailed analysis of free acid, copper, iron, and other cations.

Figure 5 shows the results of the simple metallurgical parameters measured onsite, presented as one parameter versus another. The data are segregated among the different monitoring locations and show clear groupings associated with each location. Some wells exhibited high copper recovery whereas others had poor recovery. Moderate recovery (excluding the raffinate) represented those wells and drains that resembled the copper values in the reclaim pond. The monitoring wells with measured high copper recovery generally coincided with rinse wells S1 and S3, which were screened the shallowest at 21 and 24 m, respectively.
Figure 5: Simple metallurgical parameters acquired from nine monitoring wells, two interlift drains, and raffinate. A) ORP versus pH. B) conductivity versus pH. C) conductivity versus ORP

Time series data showing copper, free acid, and pH are presented in Figure 6. Vertical gray bars distinguish each rinsing period. The qualitative recovery determination from Figure 5 was taken from the copper data of Figure 6. Monitoring wells M1, M2, M4, M5, and M7 consistently show copper above 2 g/L. During rinsing on S2, well M2 briefly nears 4 g/L copper, which also corresponded to a decrease in free acid and increase in pH. Monitoring well M8 dropped over time to about 1.5 g/L. Moderate recovery, where values were near 1 g/L, included the interlift drains and M9.
Integrating the average net copper grade (total measured copper minus raffinate copper grade) for each rinse test and multiplying by total solution delivery yielded approximately 52,800 kg of copper liberated during this pilot-scale test. The rinse test lasted 20 days. The largest contribution came from the combined rinse, where average copper grade from all nine monitoring wells was 1.75 g/L. The smallest contribution came from well S4 (average grade of 1.48 g/L), where hydraulic conditions and solution delivery were not optimized for extraction. The first rinse on S1 showed the largest average net copper grade at 2.23 g/L.

**Conclusion**

A pilot-scale subsurface irrigation test to enhance the recovery of copper was demonstrated on a copper oxide heap. The test was designed with four rinse wells, which received solution directly from an...
irrigation line without the use of onsite booster pumps that have been described in other works (e.g., Seal et al., 2012). Flows to the well ranged from about 130 to 330 m³/hr.

A large effort was expended to validate the effectiveness of the method and ensure that initial test objectives were met. The test objectives were designed to offset drilling costs and included a minimum flow of 90 m³/hr and a time weighted average of 0.8 g/L copper in the pregnant solution sustained for at least eight hours. The validation measures included a number of monitoring technologies that measured in situ hydraulic properties and ex situ water chemistry data. Hydraulic properties were measured with flow and pressure gauges and the data were recorded at a high sampling rate. Time lapse electrical resistivity geophysics was also used to track the movement of the pregnant solution. To obtain solution samples, monitoring wells were installed near the rinse wells and samples were withdrawn at sampling rates between one and three hours.

By all measures, the pilot enhanced recovery test was a success. Maximum flow rates were at least double the objective and the mean flow rate was about 1.5 times the objective. The high flow rate also provided a means to washout the fine grained material near the wellbore and expose new surfaces to the raffinate. The copper grades exceeded the test objective by a factor of three in many cases and upwards to a factor of five for a short period in a single monitoring well. Additionally, the high grades were sustained longer than anticipated. Actual leaching was confirmed by the lowered free acid, which was significantly lower than those samples that represented surface irrigation. In fact, it appears that the acid consumption is about three times greater during rinsing than surface irrigation, which could be attributed to the greater surface area exposed during the hydraulic alteration of the pore space and fluidization of small particles.

Lastly, electrical resistivity geophysics was conducted to observe volumetric changes to the formation during rinsing. The resistivity parameter is sensitive to a number of phenomena occurring simultaneously, including saturation, porosity, and solution conductivity. The time lapse models showed a low resistivity body increasing outward from the well screen. The final position of the body at the end of each individual rinse test was used to infer the lateral solution coverage. Excluding the combined rinse, solution coverage was shown to be the largest in S1 and S2 (radial distance of approximately 17 m from the well center) when flow rates were gradually increased over a few days. In contrast, the rinse on S4 allowed high flow rates from the beginning, with a radial coverage of about 12 m. The high flow rates likely carried all fine grained material at once to an outer shell, which may have sealed off the formation and limited solution coverage.
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